MARVEL COMICS PROUDLY PRESENTS…

In his past, Greg Salinger was the murderous vigilante known as Foolkiller, seeking to punish those who act
immorally and give in to foolish crimes. Now, Greg is trying to suppress his violent urges and move on to a
normal life, taking on a job as a psychologist working for S.H.I.E.L.D. and living in Queens with a girlfriend he
loves. His resolve is tested when he’s assigned a young neo-Nazi named Rodney who is trying to make a name
in the criminal world as the Young Red Skull. Working with Rodney reminds Greg of his own troubled childhood,
and when Rodney ultimately fails at his recovery and commits a murder to assist his gang, Greg loses control
and snaps Rodney’s neck. With a taste of violence and retribution, Greg’s old instincts are stirred, and he finds
himself taking on the Foolkiller mantle once more…
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fate led me to a
good old-fashioned
bloodbath, which is
mentally exhausting.
frank castle and his kind
really make this seem
easy. like vigilantes
are one-note thinkers.
you see him at
work and it’s like
he’s doing math
homework.
personally, I lean into
the experience. I have
a bunch of tried and true
methods for achieving
the zen of slaughter.

for instance, these
guys are nazis. nazis suck
so bad that about 95%
of them are kill-worthy
on general principle.

these dudes leave
orphans in their
wake. as all dark,
troubled crimefighters like myself
know, dead parents
in an alleyway are
enough to mess
up a kid for life.

at some point,
scoring kills
becomes a kind
of skill-based
hobby. like magic
the gathering
or pogs.

sorry,
wolverine,
my jigsaw beats
hey, wait,
your jean grey yeah, but
logan. does
by 750 evil.
my 20 nazis your own son
overrule your
count?
jigsaw,
frank.

bonus points
for eliminating
a few redundant
origin stories
with each goon
I take down.

just…
don’t,
greg.

however, it’s
really a balancing
act. you gotta
balance out the
“crazy” and the
“vengeful.”

so you can’t
let them in
too much
emotionally,
or crack up.
this is a job,
remember.

get
over here,
greg…

you’re
not my
daddy.

what?

no…
no…not
again…

you’re
not my
daddy!
aghhh!
did you…did
you just say…
“daddy”?

no!

die!

at the end of
the day, remember…
you did the
right thing.

you’re
the hero.

I’m a
monster!

you’re not
a monster,
greg.
why can’t
I just be a
normal guy? I knew
I couldn’t stay off
the sauce.
calm down.
exactly what
kind of damage
are we talking
here?

I mean,
I definitely
hurt them,
gary.

like…
wounded
them?

wounded them
how bad?
pretty bad.
they bled a lot
and stopped
breathing.
so, in
other words,
you killed
them.
I guess
you could put
it that way.

hmmm. something
definitely has
to be done.
look, if you’re
gonna send me to
the raft, that’s fine,
just tell melanie
I loved her.
…
and that
this is all about
tax evasion.

greg…we’re
not going to
in fact I
send you to think we’ll take
the raft.
the opposite
approach.

